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youth in America.
Race in the Schoolyard Amanda E. Lewis 2003 Annotation An exploration of how race is explicitly and implicitly handled in school.
Women Without Class Julie Bettie 2014-09-18 In this examination of white and Mexican-American girls coming of age in California''s Central Valley-now
with a new introduction-Julie Bettie turns class theory on its head, offering new tools for understanding the ways in which identity is constructed in
relationship to race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality. Documenting the categories of subculture and style that high school students use to understand their
differences, Bettie depicts the complex identity performances of contemporary girls. The title, Women Without Class, refers at once to young working-class
women who have little cultural c.
Authentic Cariño Marnie W. Curry 2021 As the population of Latinx students grows in U.S. public schools and our nation seeks to address systemic
inequities, racism, and xenophobia, this counternarrative provides inspiration to those wishing to reinvigorate schools and build a more caring and just
world. This book documents the innovative practices, successes, and struggles of a full-service community high school serving mostly low-income, Latinx
youth in an economically depressed California city. Based on 4 years of qualitative research, the author examines how educators, families, and community
members established and sustained a social justice school that immersed youth in authentic cariño—a holistic blend of familial, intellectual, and critical
care. By nurturing students’ moral, social, personal, and academic development, the school produced college-bound graduates ready to be agents of change
in their own lives and in their communities. This case study synthesizes and extends scholarship on color-conscious, healing-centered educational care and
offers rich portrayals of praxis that illuminate how schools can equip marginalized youth to thrive. “Although directed toward Latinx students, this work will
benefit all students! Curry has provided us with a masterpiece.” —Gloria Ladson-Billings, professor emerita, University of Wisconsin-Madison “A must-read
for teachers, researchers, and practitioners searching for a deeply authentic model for transforming schooling.” —Shawn Ginwright, San Francisco State
University
Latina/o/x Education in Chicago Isaura Pulido 2022-08-09 In this collection, local experts use personal narratives and empirical data to explore the history of
Mexican American and Puerto Rican education in the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) system. The essays focus on three themes: the historical context of
segregated and inferior schooling for Latina/o/x students; the changing purposes and meanings of education for Latina/o/x students from the 1950s through
today; and Latina/o/x resistance to educational reforms grounded in neoliberalism. Contributors look at stories of student strength and resistance, the
oppressive systems forced on Mexican American women, the criminalization of Puerto Ricans fighting for liberatory education, and other topics of
educational significance. As they show, many harmful past practices remain the norm--or have become worse. Yet Latina/o/x communities and students
persistently engage in transformative practices shaping new approaches to education that promise to reverberate not only in the city but nationwide.
Insightful and enlightening, Latina/o/x Education in Chicago brings to light the ongoing struggle for educational equity in the Chicago Public Schools.
We ARE Americans William Perez 2018-12-07 Winner of the CEP Mildred Garcia Award for Exemplary Scholarship About 2.4 million children and young
adults under 24 years of age are undocumented. Brought by their parents to the US as minors—many before they had reached their teens—they account for
about one-sixth of the total undocumented population. Illegal through no fault of their own, some 65,000 undocumented students graduate from the nation's
high schools each year. They cannot get a legal job, and face enormous barriers trying to enter college to better themselves—and yet America is the only
country they know and, for many, English is the only language they speak. What future do they have? Why are we not capitalizing, as a nation, on this pool
of talent that has so much to contribute? What should we be doing? Through the inspiring stories of 16 students—from seniors in high school to graduate
students—William Perez gives voice to the estimated 2.4 million undocumented students in the United States, and draws attention to their plight. These
stories reveal how—despite financial hardship, the unpredictability of living with the daily threat of deportation, restrictions of all sorts, and often in the face
of discrimination by their teachers—so many are not just persisting in the American educational system, but achieving academically, and moreover often
participating in service to their local communities. Perez reveals what drives these young people, and the visions they have for contributing to the country
they call home. Through these stories, this book draws attention to these students’ predicament, to stimulate the debate about putting right a wrong not of
their making, and to motivate more people to call for legislation, like the stalled Dream Act, that would offer undocumented students who participate in the
economy and civil life a path to citizenship. Perez goes beyond this to discuss the social and policy issues of immigration reform. He dispels myths about
illegal immigrants’ supposed drain on state and federal resources, providing authoritative evidence to the contrary. He cogently makes the case—on
economic, social, and constitutional and moral grounds—for more flexible policies towards undocumented immigrants. If today’s immigrants, like those of
past generations, are a positive force for our society, how much truer is that where undocumented students are concerned?
Beyond Silenced Voices Lois Weis 2005-03-10 A thoroughly revised and updated edition of the classic text. Focuses on the roles of hope, participation, and
change in reforming American schools. Resting on the belief that educators must be at the center of informing education policy, the contributors to this
revised edition of the classic text raise tough questions that will both haunt and invigorate pre- and in-service educators, as well as veteran teachers. They
explore the policies and practices of structuring exclusions; they listen hard to youth living at the margins of race, class, ethnicity, and gender; and they
wrestle with fundamental inequalities of space in order to educate for change. Written from the perspective of researchers, policy analysts, teachers, and
youth workers, the book reveals a shared belief in education that “could be,” and a shared concern about schools that currently reproduce class, race and
gender relations, and privilege. Lois Weis is Professor of Sociology of Education at the University at Buffalo, State University of New York. Michelle Fine is
Distinguished Professor of Psychology at the Graduate Center, City University of New York. Together they have written and edited many books, including
Working Method: Research and Social Justice and (with Linda Powell Pruitt and April Burns) Off White: Readings on Power, Privilege, and Resistance.
Transformative Pedagogies for Teacher Education Ann E. Lopez 2019-07-01 This is the second book in the series Transformative Pedagogies for Teacher
Education. Like the first book in the series it is geared towards practitioners in the field of teacher education. This second book focuses on action, agency
and dialogue. It features chapters by a collection of teacher educators, researchers, teacher advocates and practitioners drawing on their research and
experiences with teacher candidates to explore critical issues in teacher education. The book will be useful to teacher educators working with teacher
candidates in different contexts, particularly diverse contexts. Given demographic shifts and the need for educators to respond to growing diversity in
schools, educators will find valuable strategies in Transformative Pedagogies in Teacher Education: Critical Action, Agency and Dialogue in Teaching and
Learning Contexts they can implement in their own practice. In addition to valuable strategies, authors explore different approaches and perspectives in
teacher education in the preparation of teacher candidates for a changing world. Critical notions of education are posited from different perspectives and
locations. This book will be useful for schools, school boards and districts engaging in ongoing professional development of teachers. It will also be of value
to school leaders and aspiring leaders in principal preparation programs as working with new teachers and teacher educators is an integral part of their
role.
Growing Critically Conscious Teachers Angela Valenzuela 2016 To meet the needs of the fast growing numbers of Latino/a English learners, this volume
presents an approach to secondary education teacher preparation based on the work of the National Latino/a Education Research and Policy Project

Leaving Children Behind Angela Valenzuela 2005-01-01 Argues for a more valid and democratic approach to assessment and accountability.
Home Advantage Annette Lareau 2000 This new edition contextualizes Lareau's original ethnography in a discussion of the most pressing issues facing
educators at the beginning of the new millennium.
The Future of Our Schools Lois Weiner 2012-11-27 In The Future of Our Schools, Lois Weiner explains why teachers who care passionately about
teaching and social justice need to unite the energy for teaching to efforts to self-govern and transform teacher unions. Drawing on research and her
experience as a public school teacher and union activist, she explains how to create the teachers unions public education desperately needs. Lois Weiner is a
professor at New Jersey City University and has been a life-long teacher union activist who has served as an officer of three different union locals. She is the
author of The Global Assault on Teaching, Teachers, and their Unions: Stories for Resistanc e .
Additive Schooling in Subtractive Times Lesley Bartlett 2011 Additive Schooling in Subtractive Times documents the unusually successful efforts of one
New York City high school to educate Dominican immigrant youth, at a time when Latino immigrants constitute a growing and vulnerable population in the
nation's secondary schools. Based on four and a half years of qualitative research, the book examines the schooling of teens in the Dominican Republic, the
social and linguistic challenges the immigrant teens face in Washington Heights, and how Gregorio Luperon High School works with the community to
respond to those challenges. The staff at Luperon see their students as emergent bilinguals and adhere to a culturally and linguistically additive approach.
After offering a history of the school's formation, the authors detail the ways in which federal No Child Left Behind policies, New York State accountability
measures, and New York City's educational reforms under Mayor Bloomberg have complicated the school's efforts. The book then describes the dynamic
bilingual pedagogical approach adopted within the school to help students develop academic Spanish and English. Focusing on the lives of twenty
immigrant youth, Bartlett and Garcia also show that, although the school achieves high completion rates, the graduating students nevertheless face difficult
postsecondary educational and work environments that too often consign them to the ranks of the working poor.
High-Achieving Latino Students Susan J. Paik 2020-03-01 High-Achieving Latino Students: Successful Pathways Toward College and Beyond addresses a
long-standing need for a book that focuses on the success, not failure, of Latino students. While much of the existing research works from a deficit lens, this
book uses a strength-based approach to support Latino achievement. Bringing together researchers and practitioners, this unique book provides researchbased recommendations from early to later school years on “what works” for supporting high achievement. Praise for High-Achieving Latino Students "This
book focuses on an important issue about which we know little. There are many lessons here for both scholars and educators who believe that Latino
students can succeed. I congratulate the authors for taking on this timely and significant topic." ~ Guadalupe Valdés, Ph.D., Bonnie Katz Tenenbaum
Professor in Education, Stanford University. Author of Con Respeto: Bridging the Distances Between Culturally Diverse Families and Schools "This is a
must-read book for leaders in institutions of both K-12 and higher education who want to better understand success factors of Latino students in the US.
Using a strength-based framework to understand and support Latino achievement is a new paradigm that must be considered by all." ~ Loui Olivas, Ed.D.,
President, American Association of Hispanics in Higher Education "In addition to being the right book at the right time, these editors should be
congratulated for giving us a stellar example of how a research-practice collaboration comes together to produce such a valuable and lasting contribution to
the field of school reform and improvement. Those who work in schools, universities, think tanks and policymaking centers have been waiting anxiously for
this kind of book, and it’s now here." ~ Carl A. Cohn, Ed.D., Former Executive Director, California Collaborative for Educational Excellence, CA State Board
of Education member, and Superintendent "There may not be a silver bullet for solving the so-called problem of Latino underachievement, but wellconceived solutions do exist. This powerful book offers strength- and asset-based frameworks that demonstrate Latino achievement is possible. Read this
text to not only get informed, but to also get nurtured and inspired!" ~ Angela Valenzuela, Ph.D., Professor in Education, University of Texas at Austin.
Author of Subtractive Schooling: US-Mexican Youth and the Politics of Caring
Integration Interrupted Karolyn Tyson 2011-02-21 An all-too-popular explanation for why black students aren't doing better in school is their own use of the
"acting white" slur to ridicule fellow blacks for taking advanced classes, doing schoolwork, and striving to earn high grades. Carefully reconsidering how
and why black students have come to equate school success with whiteness, Integration Interrupted argues that when students understand race to be
connected with achievement, it is a powerful lesson conveyed by schools, not their peers. Drawing on over ten years of ethnographic research, Karolyn
Tyson shows how equating school success with "acting white" arose in the aftermath of Brown v. Board of Education through the practice of curriculum
tracking, which separates students for instruction, ostensibly by ability and prior achievement. Only in very specific circumstances, when black students are
drastically underrepresented in advanced and gifted classes, do anxieties about "the burden of acting white" emerge. Racialized tracking continues to define
the typical American secondary school, but it goes unremarked, except by the young people who experience its costs and consequences daily. The rich
narratives in Integration Interrupted throw light on the complex relationships underlying school behaviors and convincingly demonstrate that the problem
lies not with students, but instead with how we organize our schools.
Latinization of U.S. Schools Jason Irizarry 2015-12-03 Fueled largely by significant increases in the Latino population, the racial, ethnic, and linguistic
texture of the United States is changing rapidly. Nowhere is this 'Latinisation' of America more evident than in schools. The dramatic population growth
among Latinos in the United States has not been accompanied by gains in academic achievement. Estimates suggest that approximately half of Latino
students fail to complete high school, and few enroll in and complete college. The Latinization of U.S. Schools centres on the voices of Latino youth. It
examines how the students themselves make meaning of the policies and practices within schools. The student voices expose an inequitable opportunity
structure that results in depressed academic performance for many Latino youth. Each chapter concludes with empirically based recommendations for
educators seeking to improve their practice with Latino youth, stemming from a multiyear participatory action research project conducted by Irizarry and
the student contributors to the text.
Race, Empire, and English Language Teaching Suhanthie Motha 2014 This timely book takes a critical look at the teaching of English, showing how
language is used to create hierarchies of cultural privilege in public schools across the country. Motha closely examines the work of four ESL teachers who
developed anti-racist pedagogical practices during their first year of teaching. Their experiences, and those of their students, provide a compelling account
of how new teachers might gain agency for culturally responsive teaching in spite of school cultures that often discourage such approaches. The author
combines current research with her original analyses to shed light on real classroom situations faced by teachers of linguistically diverse populations. This
book will help pre- and in-service teachers to think about such challenges as differential achievement between language learners and "native-speakers;"
about hierarchies of languages and language varieties; about the difference between an accent identity and an incorrect pronunciation; and about the use of
students' first languages in English classes. This resource offers implications for classroom teaching, educational policy, school leadership, and teacher
preparation, including reflection questions at the end of each chapter.
Subtractive Schooling Angela Valenzuela 2010-03-31 Provides an enhanced sense of what’s required to genuinely care for and educate the U.S.–Mexican
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(NLERAP). Renowned scholar and educator Angela Valenzuela, together with an impressive roster of contributors, provides a critical framework for
educating culturally responsive teachers. They examine the knowledge, skills, and predisposition required for higher education institutions to create
curricula for educating Latino/a children, children of color, and language minority youth. Growing Critically Conscious Teachers illuminates why growing
our own teachers makes sense as an approach for not only addressing the achievement gap, but for also enhancing the well-being of our communities as a
whole. Book Features: A community-based, university- and district-connected partnership model that fosters students’ critical consciousness. A framework
for participatory action research (PAR) within teacher preparation that promotes community and societal transformation. A curriculum premised on
sociocultural and sociopolitical awareness. The wisdom, experiences, and lessons learned from educators who have been change agents in their own
schools, communities, and college classrooms across the country. “An enormous contribution to the field. It will also be a cherished resource and guide for
Latino/a and non-Latino/a teachers alike, and for the university faculty and school- and community-based facilitators who help prepare them.” —From the
Foreword by Sonia Nieto, Professor Emerita, Language, Literacy, and Culture, College of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst “Provides the
elemental sparks for essential conversations about culturally responsive teaching and the well-being of youth in our communities. Through a variety of
critical perspectives this volume raises significant questions that must be at the forefront of Latino/a education. This excellent volume is a must read for
teachers truly committed to educational practices of social justice in schools today.” —Antonia Darder, Leavey Endowed Chair of Ethics and Moral
Leadership, Loyola Marymount University
Raciolinguistics John R. Rickford 2016 Raciolinguistics reveals the central role that language plays in shaping our ideas about race. The book brings
together a team of leading scholars- working both within and beyond the United States- to share powerful, much-needed research that helps us understand
the increasingly vexed relationships between race, ethnicity, and language in our rapidly changing world. Combining the innovative, cutting-edge
approaches of race and ethnic studies with fine-grained linguistic analyses, chapters cover a wide range of topics including the language use of African
American Jews and the struggle over the very term "African American, " the racialized language education debates within the increasing number of
"majority-minority" immigrant communities as well as Indigenous communities in the U.S., the dangers of multicultural education in a Europe that is
struggling to meet the needs of new migrants, and the sociopolitical and cultural meanings of linguistic styles used in Brazilian favelas, South African
townships, Mexican and Puerto Rican barrios in Chicago, and Korean American "cram schools, " among other sites. With rapidly changing demographics in
the U.S.- population resegregation, shifting Asian and Latino patterns of immigration, new African American (im)migration patterns, etc.- and changing
global cultural and media trends (from global Hip Hop cultures, to transnational Mexican popular and street cultures, to Israeli reality TV, to new
immigration trends across Africa and Europe, for example)- Raciolinguistics shapes the future of studies on race, ethnicity, and language. By taking a
comparative look across a diverse range of language and literacy contexts, the volume seeks not only to set the research agenda in this burgeoning area of
study, but also to help resolve pressing educational and political problems in some of the most contested racial, ethnic, and linguistic contexts in the world.
Subtractive Schooling Angela Valenzuela 1999-10-21 Provides an enhanced sense of what’s required to genuinely care for and educate the U.S.–Mexican
youth in America.
Subtractive Schooling Angela Valenzuela 1999-10-21 Provides an enhanced sense of what’s required to genuinely care for and educate the U.S.–Mexican
youth in America.
Official Knowledge Michael W. Apple 2013-05-13 A powerful examination of the rightist resurgence in education and the challenges it presents to
concerned educators, Official Knowledge analyzes the effects of conservative beliefs and strategies on educational policy and practice. Apple looks
specifically at the conservative agenda's incursion into education through the curriculum, textbook adoption policies and the efforts of the private and
business sectors to centralize its interests within schools. At the same time, however, he points out areas of hope for the future, showing how students and
teachers have continued the struggle and are now successfully engaged in building more democratic education policies and practices. Finally, Apple writes
in personal terms about his own teaching techniques and work with students which challenge some of the ideological and educational policies and practices
of the Right.
Chicana/o Identity in a Changing U.S. Society Aõ_da Hurtado 2004 What does it mean to be Chicana/o? That question might not be answered the same as it
was a generation ago. As the United States witnesses a major shift in its populationÑfrom a white majority to a country where no single group
predominatesÑthe new mix not only affects relations between ethnic groups but also influences how individuals view themselves. This book addresses the
development of individual and social identity within the context of these new demographic and cultural shifts. It identifies the contemporary forces that
shape group identity in order to show how Chicana/os' sense of personal identity and social identity develops and how these identities are affected by
changes in social relations. The authors, both nationally recognized experts in social psychology, are concerned with the subjective definitions individuals
have about the social groups with which they identify, as well as with linguistic, cultural, and social contexts. Their analysis reveals what the majority of
Chicanas/os experience, using examples from music, movies, and the arts to illustrate complex concepts. In considering ÀQuiŽn Soy? ("Who Am I?"), they
discuss how individuals develop a positive sense of who they are as Chicanas/os, with an emphasis on the influence of family, schools, and community.
Regarding ÀQuiŽnes Somos? ("Who Are We?"), they explore Chicanas/os' different group memberships that define who they are as a people, particularly
reviewing the colonization history of the American Southwest to show how Chicanas/os' group identity is influenced by this history. A chapter on "Language,
Culture, and Community" looks at how Chicanas/os define their social identities inside and outside their communities, whether in the classroom,
neighborhood, or region. In a final chapter, the authors speculate how Chicana/o identity will change as Chicanas/os become a significant proportion of the
U.S. population and as such factors as immigration, intermarriage, and improvements in social standing influence the process of identification. At the end of
each chapter is an engaging exercise that reinforces its main argument and shows how psychological approaches are applicable to real life. Chicana/o
Identity in a Changing U.S. Society is an unprecedented introduction to psychological issues that students can relate to and understand. It complements
other titles in the Mexican American Experience series to provide a balanced view of issues that affect Mexican Americans today.
The Magic Key Ruth Enid Zambrana 2015-10-15 Mexican Americans comprise the largest subgroup of Latina/os, and their path to education can be a
difficult one. Yet just as this group is often marginalized, so are their stories, and relatively few studies have chronicled the educational trajectory of
Mexican American men and women. In this interdisciplinary collection, editors Zambrana and Hurtado have brought together research studies that reveal
new ways to understand how and why members of this subgroup have succeeded and how the facilitators of success in higher education have changed or
remained the same. The Magic Key’s four sections explain the context of Mexican American higher education issues, provide conceptual understandings,
explore contemporary college experiences, and offer implications for educational policy and future practices. Using historical and contemporary data as well
as new conceptual apparatuses, the authors in this collection create a comparative, nuanced approach that brings Mexican Americans’ lived experiences
into the dominant discourse of social science and education. This diverse set of studies presents both quantitative and qualitative data by gender to examine
trends of generations of Mexican American college students, provides information on perceptions of welcoming university climates, and proffers insights on
emergent issues in the field of higher education for this population. Professors and students across disciplines will find this volume indispensable for its
insights on the Mexican American educational experience, both past and present.
Latinas/os in the United States Havidan Rodriguez 2007-11-21 The Latina/o population in the United States has become the largest minority group in the
nation. Latinas/os are a mosaic of people, representing different nationalities and religions as well as different levels of education and income. This edited
volume uses a multidisciplinary approach to document how Latinas and Latinos have changed and continue to change the face of America. It also includes
critical methodological and theoretical information related to the study of the Latino/a population in the United States.
Chicano School Failure and Success Richard R. Valencia 2004-08-02 First published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Ancestral Knowledge Meets Computer Science Education Cueponcaxochitl D. Moreno Sandoval 2019-03-25 This book illustrates a pathway for
knowledge production to benefit from interweaving the seemingly disparate historical experiences of Indigenous Peoples and computer science education.
The resulting practice of ancestral computing for sustainability holds the power to mitigate the destructive forces of the field, while extending the potential
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of traditionally underserved and unheard populations. Reimagining the field of computer science, interwoven with traditional lifeways, presents compelling
new discoveries in research and harnesses the rich tapestries that are Indigenous populations. Returning healthy lifeways to a center stage long-occupied by
tightly controlled, Eurocentric learning methods opens worlds of opportunity that have felt lost to time.
Integrations Lawrence Blum 2021-05-11 The promise of a free, high-quality public education is supposed to guarantee every child a shot at the American
dream. But our widely segregated schools mean that many children of color do not have access to educational opportunities equal to those of their white
peers. In Integrations, historian Zoë Burkholder and philosopher Lawrence Blum investigate what this country’s long history of school segregation means
for achieving just and equitable educational opportunities in the United States. Integrations focuses on multiple marginalized groups in American schooling:
African Americans, Native Americans, Latinxs, and Asian Americans. The authors show that in order to grapple with integration in a meaningful way, we
must think of integration in the plural, both in its multiple histories and in the many possible definitions of and courses of action for integration. Ultimately,
the authors show, integration cannot guarantee educational equality and justice, but it is an essential component of civic education that prepares students
for life in our multiracial democracy.
Organizations, Civil Society, and the Roots of Development Naomi R. Lamoreaux 2017-12 Includes bibliographic references and index.
Capitalizing on Disaster Kenneth J. Saltman 2015-12-03 Breaking new ground in studies of business involvement in schooling, Capitalizing on Disaster
dissects the most powerful educational reforms and highlights their relationship to the rise of powerful think tanks and business groups. Over the past
several decades, there has been a strong movement to privatize public schooling through business ventures. At the beginning of the millennium, this
privatization project looked moribund as both the Edison Schools and Knowledge Universe foundered. Nonetheless, privatization is back. The new face of
educational privatization replaces public schooling with EMOs, vouchers, and charter schools at an alarming rate. In both disaster and nondisaster areas,
officials designate schools as failed in order to justify replacement with new, unproven models. Saltman examines how privatization policies such as No
Child Left Behind are designed to deregulate schools, favoring business while undermining public oversight. Examining current policies in New Orleans,
Chicago, and Iraq, Capitalizing on Disaster shows how the struggle for public schooling is essential to the struggle for a truly democratic society.
Manufacturing Hope and Despair Ricardo D. Stanton-Salazar 2001 Relying on a wealth of ethnographic and statistical data, this groundbreaking volume
documents the many constraints and social forces that prevent Mexican-origin adolescents from constructing the kinds of networks that provide access to
important forms of social support. Special attention is paid to those forms of support privileged youth normally receive and working-class youth do not, such
as expert guidance regarding college opportunities. The author also reveals how some working-class ethnic minority youth become the exception, weaving
social webs that promote success in school as well as empowering forms of resiliency. In both cases, the role of social networks in shaping young people’s
chances is illuminated. “In this badly needed alternative to the individualism that pervades most debates about American education, Stanton-Salazar
explores how Latino teenagers’ lives are embedded within social networks from home, community, and school. This grand work shows how school programs
can confound or can draw from the strengths of such networks to build better lives for all.” —Bruce J. Biddle, Professor Emeritus of Psychology and
Sociology, University of Missouri–Columbia “A beautifully written and inspiring book that announces a new generation of Mexican/Latino scholars. . . . This
is a book which tells the tale about Mexican/Latino adolescents but, in reality, it is a book about how working-class adolescent life is socially constructed,
defined, and elaborated in the United States. An eloquent rendering, indeed.” —Carlos G. Vélez-Ibáñez, Presidential Chair in Anthropology, University of
California, Riverside “Using creative theorizing and rigorous methodology, Manufacturing Hope and Despair illuminates brilliantly the supposed mystery of
persistent race/class inequities in American society.” —Walter R. Allen, Professor, University of California, Los Angeles
Teaching Against Global Capitalism and the New Imperialism Peter McLaren 2005 This book will address a number of urgent themes in education today that
include multiculturalism, the politics of whiteness, the globalization of capital, neoliberalism, postmodernism, imperialism, and current debates in Marxist
social theory. The above themes will be linked to critical educational praxis, particularly to teaching activities within urban schools. Finally, the book will
develop the basis for a wider political project directed at resisting and transforming economic exploitation, cultural homogenization, political repression,
and gender inequality. Recent and widespread scholarly attention has been given to the unabated mercilessness of global capitalism. Little opposition exists
as capital runs amok, unhampered and undisturbed by the tectonic upheaval that is occurring in the geopolitical landscape that has recently witnessed the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the regimes of the Eastern Bloc. As we examine education policies within the context of economic globalization, we attempt
to address the extent to which the pedagogy and politics of everyday life has fallen under the sway of what we identify as cultural and economic imperialism.
Finally, the book raises a number of urgent questions: What are the current limitations to educational reform efforts among the educational left? What are
some of the problems associated with certain developments within postmodern education? How can a return to Marxist theory and revolutionary politics
revitalize the educational left at a time when capitalism appears to be unstoppable? What actions need to be taken in both local and global arenas to
overcome the exploitation that the globalization of capital has wreaked upon the world?
Learning to Liberate Vajra Watson 2012-03-29 Few problems in education are as pressing as the severe crisis in urban schools. Though educators have
tried a wide range of remedies, dismal results persist. This is especially true for low-income youth of color, who drop out of school—and into
incarceration—at extremely high rates. The dual calamity of underachievement in schools and violence in many communities across the country is often met
with blame and cynicism, and with a host of hurtful and unproductive quick fixes: blaming educators, pitting schools against each other, turning solely to the
private sector, and ratcheting up the pressure on teachers and students. But real change will not be possible until we shift our focus from finding fault to
developing partnerships, from documenting problems to discovering solutions. Learning to Liberate does just that by presenting true and compelling
community-based approaches to school reform. Drawing on over three years of ethnographic research, Vajra Watson explores the complicated process of
reaching and teaching today's students. She reveals how four nontraditional educators successfully empower young people who have repeatedly been left
behind. Using portraiture, a methodology rooted in vivid storytelling, Watson analyzes each educator's specific teaching tactics. Uncovering four distinct
pedagogies—of communication, community, compassion, and commitment—she then pulls together their key strategies to create a theoretically grounded
framework that is both useful and effective. A poignant, insightful, and practical analysis, Learning to Liberate is a timely resource for all educators and
youth-serving practitioners who are committed to transforming "at-risk" youth into "at-promise" individuals who put their agency and potential into action in
their schools and neighborhoods.
Failure of Corporate School Reform Kenneth J. Saltman 2015-11-17 Corporate school reforms, especially privatization, union busting, and high-stakes
testing have been hailed as the last best hope for public education. Yet, as Kenneth Saltman powerfully argues in this new book, corporate school reforms
have decisively failed to deliver on what their proponents have promised for two decades: higher test scores and lower costs. As Saltman illustrates, the
failures of corporate school reform are far greater and more destructive than they seem. Left unchecked, corporate school reform fails to challenge and in
fact worsens the most pressing problems facing public schooling, including radical funding inequalities, racial segregation, and anti-intellectualism. But it is
not too late for change. Against both corporate school reformers and its liberal critics, this book argues for the expansion of democratic pedagogies and a
new common school movement that will lead to broader social renewal.
Beyond Silenced Voices Lois Weis 2005-03-10 A thoroughly revised and updated edition of the classic text. Focuses on the roles of hope, participation, and
change in reforming American schools.
Rows of Memory Saul Sanchez 2014 Every year from April to October, the Sánchez family traveled—crowded in the back of trucks, camping in converted
barns, tending and harvesting crops across the breadth of the United States. Although hoeing sugar beets with a short hoe was their specialty, they also
picked oranges in California, apples in Washington, cucumbers in Michigan, onions and potatoes in Wisconsin, and tomatoes in Iowa. Winters they returned
home to the Winter Garden region of South Texas. In 1951, Saúl Sánchez began to contribute to his family’s survival by helping to weed onions in Wind
Lake, Wisconsin. He was eight years old. Rows of Memory tells his story and the story of his family and other migrant farm laborers like them, people who
endured dangerous, dirty conditions and low pay, surviving because they took care of each other. Facing racism both on the road and at home, they lived a
largely segregated life only occasionally breached by friendly employers. Despite starting school late and leaving early every year and having to learn
English on the fly, young Saúl succeeded academically. At the same time that Mexican Americans in South Texas upended the Anglo-dominated social order
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by voting their own leaders into local government, he upended his family’s order by deciding to go to college. Like many migrant children, he knew that his
decision to pursue an education meant he would no longer be able to help feed and clothe the rest of his family. Nevertheless, with his parents’ support, he
went to college, graduating in 1967 and, after a final display of his skill with a short hoe for his new friends, abandoned migrant labor for teaching. In
looking back at his youth, Sánchez invites us to appreciate the largely unrecognized and poorly rewarded strength and skill of the laborers who harvest the
fruits and vegetables we eat. A first-person portrait of life on the bottom rung of the food system, this coming-of-age tale illuminates both the history of
Latinos in the United States and the human consequences of industrial agriculture.
Immigrant Students and Literacy Gerald Campano 2019-09-06 This powerful book demonstrates how culturally responsive teaching can make learning come
alive. Drawing on his experience as a fifth-grade teacher in a multiethnic school where children spoke over 14 different home languages, the author reveals
how he created a language arts curriculum from the students’ own rich cultural resources, narratives, and identities. Illustrating the challenges and
possibilities of teaching and learning in a large urban school, this book: Documents how a culturally engaged pedagogy improved student achievement and
increased standardized test scores.Examines the literacy practices of children from immigrant, migrant, and refugee backgrounds, and includes powerful
examples of their voices and writing.Provides an invaluable model of reflective practice, including a wide array of student-centered strategies, to generate
powerful learning experiencesDemonstrates a way for teachers to tap into the various forms of literacy students practice beyond the borders of the
classroom. “Campano illustrates what it takes to be a teacher with heart and soul, not simply one who succumbs to the increasing calls for higher test scores
and standardized curricula. . . . There are many lessons to be learned from this gem of a book.” —From the Foreword by Sonia Nieto, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst “Campano shows us what we can do—what we must all learn to do—to restore children’s full humanity to the center of U.S.
literacy education.” —Patricia Enciso, The Ohio State University
Teaching Toward a Decolonizing Pedagogy Victoria F. Trinder 2020-03-12 Teaching Toward a Decolonizing Pedagogy outlines educational practitioner
development toward decolonizing practices and pedagogies for anti-racist, justice-based urban classrooms. Through rich personal narratives of one
teacher’s critical reflections on her teaching, urban education scholarship and critical praxis are merged to provide an example of anti-racist urban
schooling. Steeped in theoretical practice, this book offers a narrative of one teacher’s efforts to decolonize her urban classroom, and to position it as a
vehicle for racial and economic justice for marginalized and minoritized students. At once a model for deconstructing the white institutional space of US
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schooling and a personal account of obstacles to these efforts, Teaching Toward a Decolonizing Pedagogy presents a research-based ‘pueblo pedagogy’ that
reconsiders teacher identity and teachers’ capacities for resilience, resistance, and community-based instruction. From this personal exploration, emergent
and practicing teachers can extract curricula, practices, and dispositions toward advocacy for students most underserved and marginalized by public
education. As an exemplar of decolonizing work both in classroom practices and in methodologies for educational research, this book presents tensions and
complexities in school-based theorizing and praxis, and in teacher implementations of anti-racist pedagogies in and against the current US model of colonial
schooling.
The Curriculum Studies Reader David J. Flinders 2004 This highly anticipated second edition of The Curriculum Studies Reader retains key features of
the successful first edition while incorporating an updated introduction and new, timely essays. Grounded in historical essays, the volume provides context
for the growing field of curriculum studies, reflects upon the trends that have dominated the field, and samples the best of current scholarship. This
thoughtful combination of essays provides a survey of the field coupled with concrete examples of innovative curriculum, and an examination of
contemporary topics like HIV/AIDS education and multicultural education.
Reflexiones 1998 Yolanda C. Padilla 1999 Reflexiones is an annual review of the work in progress of scholars affiliated with the Center for Mexican
American Studies at the University of Texas at Austin. It may also include outside works derived from center-sponsored presentations. Reflexiones 1998, the
second volume in the series, invites us to view Mexican American identity in a new light. In the rich interdisciplinary tradition of Mexican American studies,
the contributors to Reflexiones 1998 come from a variety of fields. Martha Menchaca (anthropology) and Mauricio Tenorio and David Montejano (both in
history) open with a three-part piece on the 150th anniversary of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Angela Valenzuela (sociology, Rice University) discusses
the practice of cultural assimilation in our educational system. Américo Paredes (anthropology and English) offers a telling vignette of borderland life. Sheila
Marie Contreras (English) considers the question of Mexican American ancestry in a study of a poem by Teresa Palomo Acosta. Lalo Alcaraz, the Los
Angeles-based satirist, delivers a trenchant autobiographical cartoon story. James Nicolopulos (Spanish and Portuguese) delves into the corrido tradition
and the effects of the advent of sound recording. Richard Flores (anthropology) explores the myth of the Alamo and the film Martyrs of the Alamo. And
finally, Charles Ramírez Berg (radio, television, and film) examines Mexican American border documentaries.
Keepin' It Real Prudence L. Carter 2007-03-29 Looks at the academic achievements of low-income African American and Hispanic students.
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